
 

 

What makes Forty Hall Special? 
  

a. The Great Hall: This room is very grand – it is where guests would be 

received. What features make it feel grand? Imagine you are a guest of Sir 

Nicholas Rainton in the 1630s. How would this room make you feel?  

b. The 17th century kitchen and the Parlour: Visit our 17th century kitchen to 

find out how a grand household such as this one would be fed!  Use our 

Food at Forty Hall worksheets to help you. Then visit the Parlour and 

imagine what it would be like to be invited to dinner here. Important 

people from the local community would be invited here, as well as Sir 

Nicholas Rainton’s business associates such as fellow Haberdashers 

(remember he made his money buying and selling fine fabrics).  

c. The Bedchamber:  

We know that Sir Nicholas was very religious. Lots of people like him 

(Puritans) believed in hard work and so became rich, important and 

successful. The bible would have been very important to Sir Nicholas. Can 

you make out any words? Please do not touch the book. 

d. Sir Nicholas would invite important guests and close family into the Bed 

Chamber. His bed had to be very fine to impress. Explore the bedroom – 

how did he wash (and go to the toilet?) Use our Bedchamber and the 

Servants’ Staircase worksheet to help.        

e. Exploring Elsyng – the Elsyng Room: Look at the picture of Henry VIII and 

Queen Elizabeth I’s Elsyng Palace. It used to stand in what are now the 

grounds of Forty Hall. Fly your falcons – see the instructions. Build a Tudor 

palace using the bricks!        

     

 



f. Explore the house using your “Forty Small” laminated booklet. Sir Nicholas 

Rainton and the owners after him put in lots of fancy decorative features to 

make Forty Hall special. For this reason, the Hall is now protected by Grade 

1 listed status and people come from all over to see it. We’re not even 

allowed to use blue tac on the walls it’s so special! 

g. Listen to the interview with Sir Nicholas Rainton in the ante-chamber 

  

h. A magnificent pageant was put on in London to celebrate Sir Nicholas 

becoming Lord Mayor of London in 1632. Go to the inner chamber to listen 

to the script and dress up as pageant characters! 

 

i. Forty Hall today - Map skills:  

Go outside with your A3 map of Forty Hall Estate and your Ordnance Survey 

Symbols sheet. Lots of people visit Forty Hall because it is special. What can 

you see around you that you would put on a map to tell people what is 

here? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Set up required: 

     

         

    

A. The Great Hall: Cloaks and hats, horses and hooves,  portraits, Perspex stands, ruff 

B. The Kitchen - dough 

C. The parlour: Soundtrack turned on, feely bag 

D. The bedroom: As is  

E. The inner courtyard – historic map printouts, Elsyng picture from upstairs, falcons. 

F. Map skills: ordnance survey sheets, A3 map of hall x 6 

Extra tasks:  Forty Small bags 

  

 

 

Volunteers confirmed so far: 


